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ABSTRACT

Purpose: The purpose of this study is to describe the rate of cytomegalovirus (CMV) virolactia, and the prevalence of breast milk (BM)-transmitted postnatal CMV infection among premature infants after freeze-thawing (FT) and Holder pasteurization (HP) of breast milk.

Methods: This is a single-center, retrospective study of 312 infants born at less than 32 weeks of gestation, or with a birth weight less than 1,500 g from January 2013 to June 2017. All infants were screened for CMV-specific immunoglobulin (Ig) G and IgM at birth. Initial CMV specific polymerase chain reaction (PCR) and CMV culture were performed on mothers’ BM and babies’ urine within the first 21 days of life. FT and HP of BM was used to prevent the transmission of CMV. For the surveillance of postnatal CMV infection, CMV culture and CMV specific PCR of urine from babies were repeated one to two months after the initial screening. Screening for viremia and viruria was performed if postnatal CMV infection was suspected.

Results: Among 178 BM samples obtained from mothers of CMV-IgG-seropositive infants, 80 (44.9%) were CMV PCR positive. CMV deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) was detected in five of the 22 BM samples (22.7%) obtained from the mothers of CMV-IgG seronegative infants. When CMV DNA load in BM was measured before and after HP, various results were shown. Sixty-three infants out of 232 (27.2%) were evaluated for postnatal CMV infection and four infants out of 63 (6.3%) were infected.

Conclusion: Interventions to prevent BM-transmitted CMV infection can reduce the chance of postnatal CMV infection, but not completely eliminate it.
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INTRODUCTION

Cytomegalovirus (CMV) may be transmitted in utero as a result of maternal infection, and may also be acquired perinatally at delivery from exposure to maternal genital secretions, or through blood transfusions (BTs) or infected breast milk (BM)\(^\text{1}\).
Postnatal CMV infection has not received much attention in the past, because it was thought to have no significant morbidity. However, as studies on postnatal CMV infection with serious clinical symptoms, especially in preterm infants, have been reported, interest in the seriousness of postnatal CMV infection has increased.

BT practices in Korea do not involve the routine testing of donor blood for CMV antibodies. The risk of CMV infection from BTs is related to the volume of transfused blood, number of donors, and elevated complement fixation titers to CMV in the donor blood. The use of leukodepleted and/or CMV-negative blood eliminates the risk of CMV acquisition via this route.

The majority of CMV-seropositive women shed the virus in their BM. There is considerable evidence showing that the shedding of the virus into BM is the main source of postnatal CMV infection in infants. Because more than 80% of South Korean women have CMV antibodies by childbearing age, the transmission rate of CMV from mothers to preterm infants by breastfeeding is assumed to be high.

Symptomatic CMV infections do not usually occur in full-term infants because of the transmission of protective maternal antibodies, which occurs mostly in the third trimester, and the infants’ more mature immune system. Infants born at less than 32 weeks of gestation or with very low birth weight (VLBW; birth weight <1,500 g) may be at a higher risk of developing symptomatic postnatal CMV disease.

It is not possible to control the exposure to CMV in maternal genital secretions during vaginal delivery. Transfusion-transmitted CMV infection can be reduced by the aforementioned methods. Thus, prevention of transmission of CMV to preterm infants through BM is an important issue, and it is prudent to try to prevent postnatal CMV transmission to preterm infants by breastfeeding them BM with no infectivity.

Aims of this study are: (1) to estimate CMV seroprevalence among pregnant women by investigating the positive rates of CMV-immunoglobulin (Ig) G in enrolled infants, (2) to determine the rate of CMV detection in BM from mothers of preterm infants, and CMV viral load in their BM before and after Holder pasteurization (HP), and (3) to determine the incidence of postnatally acquired CMV infection via BM, after freeze-thawing (FT) and HP, among preterm infants during their hospitalization in our center.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

In this single-center retrospective study, one physician reviewed the medical records of the study subjects, and collected information on demographics, gestational age (GA), birth weight, delivery method, laboratory data associated with CMV infection, maternal ethnic ancestry, and transfusion history.

Premature babies with a GA of less than 32 weeks, or VLBW infants who were admitted between January 1, 2013 and June 30, 2017 to the Chungnam National University Hospital were included in the study.

Infants were excluded if they showed evidence of congenital CMV infection, defined as a polymerase chain reaction (PCR)-positive viral deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) in urine (DNAuria) or culture-positive urine (viruria) within the first 3 weeks of life.

Preterm infants born at less than 32 weeks of gestation, or VLBW infants were screened for both CMV-specific IgG and IgM in their blood. We used an enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) to detect CMV-IgG and IgM (Instrument: Chorus, Diesse Diagnostica Senese, Milano, Italy). CMV PCR and culture were performed on the BM samples from mothers and urine specimens from infants collected in a urine bag within the first 21 days of life (DOLs). To monitor the presence or absence of postnatal CMV infection, CMV PCR and culture of urine were repeated 1 to 2 months after the initial screening. Postnatal CMV infection was defined as DNAuria and/or viruria 3 weeks after birth. If symptomatic CMV infection was suspected, urine and whole blood were tested by CMV PCR and culture. CMV DNA was extracted from the collected clinical samples using ExiPrep® Dx Viral DNA Kit (Bioneer Corp., Daejeon, Korea) within 1 day, according to the instructions provided by the manufacturers. AccuPower® CMV Quantitative PCR Kit (Bioneer Corp.) was used for virus testing by real-time PCR. The CMV culture method is as follows: Round cover slips were placed in each well of a 24-well plate, and each well was seeded with planting medium and MRC-5 cells. The plate was placed in a CO2 incubator for 72 hours. After removing the planting medium, RM-02 Refeed medium was added to the wells. The pre-treated specimens were inoculated into each well, centrifuged at 30°C for 50 minutes, and cultured for 3 days at 37°C in a CO2 incubator. The specimens were fluorescein-stained and examined by fluorescence microscopy.

Additionally, the viral load in 11 BM samples was measured before and after HP if BM of the mothers of premature babies born at less than 32 weeks of gestation or of VLBW infants was...
CMV DNA positive. CMV DNA loads in positive BM samples were analyzed using R version 3.2.5 (R Core Team 2016, Vienna, Austria). The values less than the limit of quantitation (LOQ) were substituted with a constant value of the LOQ divided by the square root of $2^1$.

In our center, transfusion-associated virus transmission was prevented by exclusive use of $\gamma$-irradiated blood products of unknown CMV status after leukodepletion by filtration. Breastfed preterm infants at high risk of postnatal CMV infection were exclusively fed with FT and pasteurized BM until 8 weeks of age, regardless of postmenstrual age (PMA). FT and HP were always performed together in sequence. FT involves freezing human milk at −20°C for several days and thawing just prior to each feeding. HP involves heating BM at 62.5°C for 30 minutes. A self-designed water bath was used to maintain the water temperature consistently at 62.5°C for 30 minutes. Inadequate amounts of BM were supplemented with preterm formula milk. All the study patients except one were fed more than 50 cc/kg/day of BM for more than a week. One patient who died on the 25th DOL was hemodynamically unstable and breastfed for 3 days.

The study protocol was approved by the Institutional Review Board of Chungnam National University Hospital, Daejeon, Korea (IRB No. 2017-05-009).

The continuous variables of BM samples between two groups were compared using Welch’s $t$-test. Statistical significance was defined as a $P$-value of less than 0.05.

**RESULTS**

Among the 312 patients born at less than 32 weeks of gestation, or with a birth weight of less than 1,500 g, 80 were excluded due to incomplete laboratory data and evidence of congenital CMV infection, and a total of 232 infants were enrolled in the study. Two hundred BM samples were obtained due to multiple gestation pregnancy (Figure 1).

Table 1 shows the characteristics of the subjects. The ratio of infants delivered through cesarean section was as high as 81.0%. Most mothers were Korean. The rate of CMV-IgG seropositivity among the 232 enrolled patients was 90.1%.

CMV PCR and culture were performed on the mothers’ BM at a mean infant age of 5.5 days. Eighty (44.9%) out of 178 BM samples from mothers of CMV-IgG seropositive infants, and five (22.7%) out of 22 BM samples from mothers of CMV-IgG seronegative infants were CMV PCR positive. Conversely, among 85 BM samples that were CMV PCR positive, 80 BM samples (94.1%) were obtained from mothers of CMV-IgG seropositive infants. Only three out of 85 BM samples positive for CMV PCR were CMV culture positive (Figure 2).

Excluding two extraordinary outliers (more than 100,000 copies/mL) from the sample, maternal milk of CMV-IgG-seropositive infants had higher median viral loads than that of CMV-IgG seronegative infants (median, 3,346.7 vs. 409.0, $P=0.001$) (Figure 3).

CMV DNA loads in 11 BM samples before and after HP are shown in Figure 4. It showed varying results; some decreased and some remained constant. Moreover, the majority of CMV DNA loads after HP were above the LOQ.

Sixty-three infants out of 232 (27.2%) were examined for the surveillance of postnatal CMV infection, and four infants out

**Table 1. Characteristics of infants (n=232)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gestational age (wk)</td>
<td>30.0 (22.9–36)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Birth weight (g)</td>
<td>1,300 (380–2,120)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female sex</td>
<td>102 (44.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cesarean section</td>
<td>188 (81.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maternal ethnic ancestry</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Korea</td>
<td>194</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mongolia</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philippines</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vietnam</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transfusion of cellular blood components</td>
<td>130 (56.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMV-IgG seropositivity</td>
<td>209 (90.1)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Values are expressed as median (range) or number (%). Abbreviation: CMV-IgG, cytomegalovirus-immunoglobulin G.
of the 63 studied infants (6.3%) were infected. Three of the four infected infants were born to mothers who shed CMV in milk. All four infants were born via caesarean section, and one out of four babies did not receive any blood transfusions. Three of the affected premature babies were asymptomatic. One baby, who had a birth weight of 1,110 g and was born at 27 2/7 weeks of gestation, developed sepsis-like syndrome (SLS).

**DISCUSSION**

In our retrospective study, postnatal CMV infection was diagnosed in only four infants (4/232 of enrolled infants [1.7%] and 4/63 of infants [6.3%] examined for the surveillance of postnatal CMV infection) despite the high rate of viral shedding into BM, and it is presumed that FT and HP might reduce the risk of BM-transmitted CMV infection. Kurath et al.\textsuperscript{9} reported that CMV-IgG detection in breast milk in the range 67% to 97.2% (median, 80%), the CMV transmission rate varied in a range of 5.6% to 58.6% (median, 20%) in preterm infants fed with untreated BM, and symptomatic disease occurred in 0% to 34.5% (mean, 3.7%) of the cases.

Postnatal CMV infection can be diagnosed by the detection of CMV using culture or PCR of blood, urine, cerebrospinal fluid, or respiratory secretions after 2 to 3 weeks of life.\textsuperscript{1,7,10} Demonstration of CMV-specific IgM in cord blood or in the infant’s blood within the first 2 to 3 weeks of life suggests congenital CMV infection.\textsuperscript{7,10} However, only 70% of congenitally infected neonates have IgM antibodies at birth.\textsuperscript{11} The presence of CMV-specific IgG indicates
its passive transfer from the mother or a congenital infection, and does not diagnose neonatal infection\(^{11}\). Therefore, while no test was performed on the mother’s CMV status, we assumed that CMV-IgG positivity in the babies indicates CMV infection in their mothers, and also a possibility of CMV virolactia. We have performed CMV PCR and culture on the babies’ urine within the first 21 DOL to exclude congenital CMV infection.

Traditionally, CMV infection have been diagnosed by the isolation of the virus from the urine or saliva by virus culture methods. Virus culture may take a long time to yield results, and has an advantage over PCR in terms of specificity\(^{11}\). The shell-vial culture assay uses a monoclonal antibody to detect early CMV antigen after the specimen is incubated in tissue culture for 24 to 48 hours\(^ {12}\). However, set-up costs for a virus culture laboratory are expensive\(^ {13}\). On the other hand, the identification of CMV DNA by PCR in urine, blood, saliva, cerebrospinal fluid, and broncho-alveolar lavage fluid, or tissue is rapid, highly sensitive, and provides viral load measurements\(^ {14,15}\). The negative predictive value of PCR is high\(^ {15}\).

Maternal CMV shedding in BM of seropositive mothers can be detected in colostrum and ends about 3 months after birth\(^ {16}\). Yasuda et al.\(^ {17}\) showed that 21 of the 24 seropositive mothers (87.5%) had detectable CMV DNA in their BM during their study period and most of the BM samples became positive for CMV DNA 2 weeks after delivery. According to several other studies, rates of CMV virolactia among seropositive women have been reported to be between 6.2% and 80%\(^ {16,18,19}\). In our study, 85 of the 200 BM samples (42.5%) and 80 of the total 178 BM samples (44.9%) from mothers of CMV-IgG seropositive infants were CMV PCR positive. Compared to previous studies, the rate of CMV virolactia in the mothers in our study was intermediate, which can be ascribed to the fact that the test was performed right after delivery, before the rise of CMV load in BM. It was also noticed that some BM samples from mothers of CMV-IgG-seronegative infants were CMV PCR positive. There may be a number of reasons for this: (1) It might be possible that the GA at birth was so low that the maternal antibodies were not transferred to the baby. Therefore, there is a possibility that those low-GA babies, despite the low milk CMV loads, may be more susceptible to severe, symptomatic diseases. (2) False positives and false negatives may have altered the results.

In our center, CMV PCR and culture were performed simultaneously for all specimens. Eighty-five of the total 200 BM samples (42.5%) were CMV PCR positive. However, the culture positivity rate was low (three of 85 PCR-positive BM samples [3.5%]) compared to a culture sensitivity of 8%, as reported by Weinberg et al.\(^ {20}\), even though the CMV culture was conducted at an accredited laboratory after collecting and transporting the specimens according to the guidelines. There is no clear explanation for these discrepancies between the PCR and culture results; further studies may be suggested.

We demonstrated that viral loads were higher in maternal milk of CMV-IgG-seropositive infants than in that of CMV-IgG seronegative infants. van der Strate et al.\(^ {21}\) showed that viral loads in the milk whey of CMV-transmitting mothers were higher than those of nontransmitting mothers; transmission of CMV to newborns was observed only above the threshold. On the other hand, Josephson et al.\(^ {20}\) reported that they could not identify a viral load cut-off below which BM-transmitted CMV infections did not occur. Although the viral load cut-off below which BM-transmitted CMV infections do not occur is yet to be determined, our results may be used to preferentially select infants at a high risk of BM-transmitted CMV infections in cases where maternal CMV status, occurrence of CMV shedding in BM, or viral load is unknown.

It was estimated that the chance of exposure to genital secretions in the enrolled infants was relatively low because the rate of cesarean section was high. The use of leukodepleted cellular blood products eliminated the risk of transfusion-acquired CMV infection. Previous studies have shown that the possibility of CMV infection through transfusion is very low when using filters\(^ {22}\). In this study, all four infants who were positive for urine CMV PCR were born via caesarean section, one out of four babies did not receive any blood transfusions, and three out of four babies received one or more transfusions of irradiated and leukodepleted cellular blood products; hence, the possibility of transmission by maternal genital secretion or BT was ruled out.

Since several strategies to prevent the transmission of CMV to preterm infants through BM have been suggested, we selected a few and applied them to our unit’s policy. In our hospital, premature infants were fed FT and pasteurized BM until 8 weeks of life because postnatal CMV infection within 8 weeks of postnatal age can cause serious complications\(^ {23-26}\), and the CMV DNA copy numbers in BM peak at 4 to 6 weeks and decrease afterward\(^ {17,24}\). FT does not completely eliminate the virus, but is less harmful to the protective constituents in milk\(^ {25-28}\). According to Lanzieri et al.\(^ {16}\), among the infants who were fed frozen BM, 13% (95% confidence interval [CI], 7% to 24%) acquired CMV infection, 7% (95% CI, 3% to 14%) developed CMV-related symptoms, and 5%
(95% CI, 2% to 12%) developed CMV-SLS. Other studies reported a CMV transmission rate of 2.5% to 15% when FT BM is used. While HP is highly effective at removing viable CMV, it may inactivate biologically active components such as IgGs, enzymes, hormones, growth factors, cytokines, and heat-labile vitamins. Hamprecht et al. reported that HP did not reduce the viral DNA load significantly, but eliminated CMV infectivity. Postnatally acquired CMV infection rates in premature infants fed pasteurized BM have been variously reported in the literature; Yoo et al. reported an infection rate of 0%, and Stock et al. reported 4.2%. The reduction rate of CMV infection via mother’s milk through HP is still unknown, and more research is needed. In addition, Figure 4 shows that the protective effect of HP on BM-transmitted CMV infection is doubtful. When CMV DNA load in BM was measured before and after HP, varying results were obtained. While some decreased, others remained constant, with the majority of CMV DNA loads after HP being above the LOQ. Moreover, it should be acknowledged that neither do values below the LOQ confirm negative infectivity nor does PCR positivity directly demonstrate positive infectivity. Nevertheless, it is only reasonable to take heed of the positive conversion of CMV in infants fed BM subjected to FT and HP, as it may indicate postnatal CMV infection. Two promising techniques, microwave irradiation and ultraviolet-C irradiation, have been recently introduced to eradicate the virus, but further studies are needed to prove their efficiency.

Postnatal infection does not always mean disease, but in premature infants, it can cause severe clinical symptoms due to their immunocompromised status and deficiency of maternal CMV-IgG antibodies. In symptomatic postnatal CMV disease, a number of clinical symptoms and signs including pneumonia, hepatosplenomegaly, lymphadenopathy, enteritis, aseptic meningitis, and SLS can develop, and all cultures (blood, urine, tracheal aspirates, and stool) for bacterial pathogens obtained before initiation of antibiotic treatment are found to be sterile. CMV is detected by culture or PCR of blood, urine, cerebrospinal fluid, or respiratory secretions after DOL 21. Okulu et al. reported a case of an extremely low-birth-weight infant with severe postnatal CMV infection presenting with hepatitis and pneumonitis. In a case report published by Tran et al., a 48-day-old infant born at 25 1/7 weeks of GA without symptoms of perinatally acquired CMV developed fulminant necrotizing enterocolitis on DOL 48 and systemic CMV infection was diagnosed at autopsy; he died despite aggressive medical management. In our case, a baby born at 27 2/7 weeks of GA developed SLS even though he was not exposed to genital secretions at birth because he was born via cesarean section. A leukodepletion filter was used for BT, and he was fed FT and pasteurized BM. His postnatal CMV infection was confirmed by testing urine, tracheal secretion, and whole blood for CMV DNA with PCR, which revealed high viral loads. This indicates that breakthrough cases may occur even with the use of several prevention strategies. At present, guidelines for the treatment of congenital CMV infection have been suggested. But in cases of perinatally or postnatally acquired symptomatic CMV infection, there is no consensus on the management, although the use of antiviral treatment in severe and symptomatic cases has been reported. Long-term outcomes in preterm infants after postnatal CMV infection are controversial. Kelly et al. demonstrated that postnatal CMV infection was associated with an increased risk of bronchopulmonary dysplasia at 36 weeks of PMA in VLBW infants. Some follow-up studies indicated poor neurocognitive outcome in adolescents born preterm with postnatal CMV infection. In contrast, other studies showed that preterm infants might not have an increased risk for neurological sequelae after CMV postnatal infection.

Considering the clinical significance of symptomatic postnatal CMV infection in preterm infants, some people might think that it is better to withhold BM feeding in preterm infants until 34 weeks of PMA. However, as the incidence of symptomatic CMV infection during the entire study period was not high, BM preparations to decrease CMV transmission in high risk infants, along with prompt workup and treatment in suspected patients can be an appropriate method of maximizing the advantages of BM feeding.

Our study is limited by its retrospective nature. Maternal CMV infection could not be determined exactly because the maternal CMV serostatus was not examined in our hospital. Enrolled infants were not tested for CMV culture (e.g., nasal swab) immediately after birth to confirm whether they had been exposed to maternal genital secretions. Follow-up CMV testing of the asymptomatic baby was not routinely performed as planned, and hence, postnatally acquired CMV infection could be underestimated.

In summary, despite the relatively high rate of viral shedding into BM, postnatal CMV infection was diagnosed in 1.7% of the total infants enrolled, and 6.3% of the infants examined for the surveillance of postnatal CMV infection after FT and HP. It is assumed that these interventions to prevent BM-transmitted CMV infection can reduce the chance of symptomatic postnatal CMV infection.
infection, but not completely eliminate it. Therefore, physicians must be reminded of the possibility and risks of breakthrough infection even in FT and pasteurized BM-fed infants. More data is needed in order to construct an effective prevention strategy against CMV infection, and to form a consensus guideline concerning the diagnosis and treatment of postnatal CMV infection in preterm infants. Further research on the long-term outcome of postnatal CMV infection may also be suggested.
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